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 1 
 

 1.    : 
1.  ; 2.   ; 3.  ; 

4.  ; 5.  ; 6.  ; 
7.  ; 8. ’ ; 9.  ; 10.  . 

 
 2.    : 

1. clandestine meeting; 2. life expectancy; 3. rally; 4. peace process;  
5. party affiliation; 6. animated discussion; 7. loaded question; 8. proliferation 
(spreading) of democracy; 9. party militants; 10. envoy. 

 
 3.     : 

1.  ; 2.  ; 3.  ; 
4.   ; 5.   ; 6. -

  ; 7.  ; 8.  -
    ; 9.  ; 10.  

 . 
 

 4.     : 
1. peace organizations; 2. party members have arrived at a crucial 

decision; 3. talks between the President and his US counterpart; 4. to bring 
about peace to the world; 5. to risk one’s life to protect civilians; 6. the member 
states have passed a resolution on steps to curb poverty; 7. peacekeepers 
monitor and observe peace processes in post-conflict areas; 8. some leaders 
have periodically purged their political rivals; 9. to establish democracy and 
reform the country through peaceful and political means; 10. advanced country 
has a highly developed economy and advanced technological infrastructure. 

 
 5.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1.        . 

   30       
    .   

,  ,      .  
 ,  44-      

     29,6   (https:// 
www.radiosvoboda.org/). 

2.         
  .   21 % ,   2016 .  , 

  ,  54 %     
  ,  25 % –   
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.       
     .  

,         
(https://www.radiosvoboda.org/). 
3.       – , 

 .  ,  ,    
      . 

  ,      . «  , 
 - , ,      », –  

.        
  ,           

    (https://www.bbc. com/ukrainian/). 
4.        
        

    .   
      ,   

,       
    .   -

      ,   
 -  (https:// www.ukrinform.ua/). 

5.       ,  
         

  .     .  , 
         ,  

    ,    .   
 ,          

    ,    
,         

   (https://www. ukrinform.ua/). 
 

 6.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1. Peacekeeping has proven to be one of the most effective tools 

available to the UN to assist host countries navigate the difficult path from 
conflict to peace. Today's multidimensional peacekeeping operations are called 
upon not only to maintain peace and security, but also to facilitate political 
processes, protect civilians, assist in the disarmament, demobilization and 
reintegration of former combatants. It helps to support constitutional processes 
and the organization of elections, protect and promote human rights and assist 
in restoring the rule of law etc (https://peacekeeping.un.org/en). 

2. The United States Congress is the legislative branch of the Federal 
Government. It is bicameral, comprising the House of Representatives and the 
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Senate. The House consists of 435 voting members, each of whom represents a 
congressional district and serves for a two-year term. House seats are 
apportioned among the states by population; in contrast, each state has two 
senators, regardless of population. There are a total of 100 senators who serve 
six-year terms (one third of the Senate stands for election every two years) 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

3. The Senate must give “advice and consent” to many important 
Presidential appointments, and the House must introduce any bills for the 
purpose of raising revenue. The consent of both chambers is required to pass 
any legislation, which then may only become law by being signed by the 
President; if the President vetoes such legislation, however, both houses of 
Congress must then re-pass the legislation, but by a two-thirds majority of each 
chamber, in order to make such legislation law without the need for the 
President's signature (https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

4. The Secretary of State is the Chief Executive Officer of the United 
States Department of State, the most senior of all federal executive 
departments. The Secretary of State is the third-highest official of the executive 
branch of the Federal Government of the United States, after the President and 
Vice President. The Secretary is a member of the President's Cabinet and the 
highest-ranking cabinet secretary in the presidential line of succession 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

5. The Secretary has many duties and responsibilities. The Secretary 
serves as the President's chief adviser on U.S. foreign policy and as such 
negotiates, and terminates treaties, personally participates in or directs U.S. 
representatives to international conferences, organizations, and agencies, 
conducts negotiations relating to U.S. foreign affairs, and is responsible for the 
administration and management of foreign embassies and consulate offices 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

 

 7.     : 
Western embassies in Myanmar urged the military not to use violence as 

troops were reported on the streets of the largest city, Yangon. The internet was 
almost entirely shut down from 18:30 GMT (01:00 local time). A UN official 
accused the military of “declaring war” on the people. Tom Andrews, the UN 
special rapporteur on Myanmar (also known as Burma), said the generals were 
showing “signs of desperation” and would be held accountable. A statement 
signed by the EU, the US and the UK said: “We call on security forces to 
refrain from violence against demonstrators, who are protesting the overthrow 
of their legitimate government”. The coup in Myanmar removed the civilian 
government led by Aung San Suu Kyi. Her party won a resounding victory in 
November, but the military said the vote was fraudulent. Ms Suu Kyi is now 
under house arrest. Hundreds of activists and opposition leaders have also been 
detained (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 
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 8.     :  
«        

          . 
  2014         

 ,         
     .     

    ,    
,     .  ,   
      ,  

      SWIFT.   
   .     

    « »    – », 
–   -  (https://www.radiosvoboda.org/). 

 
 9.     / . 

’ : 
IMF, NATO, EU, IRA, CIS, UNESCO, UNO, IOC, UNICEF, OSCE, 

USIA, OPEC, WHO, MOFA, SEATO, HO, PLO, NASA, ILO, WTO, GDP, 
IOJ, IBRD, FBI, CIA, GNP, MM, RNBO, PACE, SES, EMERCOM. 

 
 10.   ,   

 . ’ : 
Afghanistan, Andorra, Argentina, Azerbaijan, Bahamas, Barbados, the 

Republic of Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cambodia, Chile, the 
Congo, Croatia, Cuba, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, 
Estonia, Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland, Georgia, Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, 
Iceland, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, the Republic of Ireland, Israel, Jordan, 
Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Laos, Latvia, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Liechtenstein, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Maldives, Malta, Montenegro, Myanmar, 
Nepal, the Netherlands, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, the 
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, the Russian Federation, Saudi 
Arabia, Senegal, the Seychelles, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Somalia, Sri 
Lanka, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tajikistan, Thailand, Trinidad and 
Tobago, (the) Ukraine, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Uzbekistan, Vatican 
City (the Vatican), Venezuela, the Yemen. 

 
 
 

O
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 2 
 

 1.    : 
1.  ; 2.   ; 3.  ; 

4.  ; 5.    ; 6.  
; 7. ; 8.  ; 9. ; 

10. . 
 

 2.    : 
1. overwhelming approval; 2. software development; 3. infrastructure 

development grant; 4. to seek approval; 5. investment in agriculture; 6. to incite 
a mutiny; 7. policy of non-alignment; 8. world recession; 9. to form 
a government; 10. to enact a law. 

 
 3.     : 

1.  ; 2.  ; 3.    ; 
4.  ; 5.  ; 6.  ; 
7.   ; 8.  ; 9.  

; 10.   . 
 

 4.     : 
1. To approve a decision; 2. economic interests; 3. to violate 

constitutional law; 4 death of the civilians; 5. to participate in the summit 
negotiations; 6. a political reform; 7. the latest developments; 8. arrive in the 
country; 9. receive a delegation; 10. to discuss environmental problems. 

 
 5.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1.         
  ,     

  .    , 
           

    ,   ,   
      .  -

    -  ,   
    (https://glavcom.ua/). 

2.  ,       
  .       

        2015 . 
        

        .  
  ,       
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      ,  
 (https://glavcom.ua/). 

3.       ,  
          
.         

.     34 .  ,   
, –  , , , , , , 
,   .   2020   

        .  
         

(https://glavcom.ua/). 
4.  ’      

      -
   21  2020 .  ,    

« »,     2020 
       ’ -  

 .        
61   120, ,  ’ ,      

 ,   ,   ,  
   (https://www.radiosvoboda.org/). 

5.  ,          
 ,         

        , 
   ,     .   

    13      
         , 

      30 .    
,    ,  1      

,      31  2021 ,     
     6  99   

 (https://www.radiosvoboda.org/). 
 

 6.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
Reykjavík is governed by the city council, directly elected by anyone 

aged over 18 and registered with domicile in the city. The council has 15 
members that are elected for 4-year terms and selects people on the boards and 
each board controls a different field under the city council's authority. The most 
important board is the city board that has the executive rights along with the city 
mayor. The city mayor is the uppermost public official in the city and also the 
director of city operations. Other public officials then control different 
institution under his authority (https://en.wikipedia.org/). 
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1. Being Member of Parliament is not a full-time job in Switzerland, 
contrary to most other countries today. This means that members of parliament 
have to practise an ordinary profession to earn their living – thereby they are 
closer to everyday life of their electorate. The really remarkable thing about 
Switzerland's political system is Direct Democracy: the extraordinary amount 
of participation in the political process that is granted to ordinary citizens. It is 
not the mere existence of direct democratic instruments but rather the frequent 
use of them, not only as encouraged by Switzerland's Constitution, but as 
practised with enthusiasm by the citizens (https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

2. Eyewitnesses spoke of uniformed men opening fire in the wealthy 
Lekki suburb of Lagos on Tuesday evening. Armed soldiers were seen 
barricading the protest site moments before the shooting. Social media footage 
streamed live from the scene shows protesters tending to the wounded. An 
unnamed eyewitness told BBC News: “At exactly 6.45pm [local time] the 
soldiers pulled up... and they started firing directly at we, the peaceful 
protesters. They were firing and they were advancing straight at us. It was 
chaos. Somebody got hit straight beside me and he died on the spot” 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

3. Brazil plans to use a Chinese-made coronavirus vaccine as part of a 
national immunisation programme. São Paulo Governor said the federal 
government had agreed to buy 46 million doses of the vaccine CoronaVac. He 
said the immunisation programme could begin as soon as January 2021, making 
it one of the first such efforts in the world to fight the pandemic. Brazil has 
been one of the countries worst affected by coronavirus. It has had nearly  
5.3 million confirmed cases – the third highest tally in the world after the US 
and India – and is second only to the US in terms of deaths (https:// 
www.bbc.com/news/world). 

4. Guinea has officially declared that it is dealing with an Ebola 
epidemic after the deaths of at least three people from the virus. Newly 
developed vaccines will be acquired through the World Health Organization 
(WHO), officials said. Between 2013 and 2016 more than 11,000 people died in 
the West Africa Ebola epidemic, which began in Guinea. In response to that 
epidemic, which mainly affected Guinea and its neighbours Liberia and Sierra 
Leone, several vaccines were trialled, which have since been successfully used 
to fight outbreaks in the Democratic Republic of Congo (https://www. 
bbc.com/news/world). 

 
 7.     : 

Ebola jumps to humans from infected animals, such as chimpanzees, fruit 
bats and forest antelope. Bushmeat – non-domesticated forest animals hunted 
for human consumption – is thought to be the natural reservoir of the Ebola 
virus. It then spreads between humans by direct contact with infected blood, 
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bodily fluids or organs, or indirectly through contact with contaminated 
environments. The bodies of victims are particularly toxic. The incubation 
period can last from two days to three weeks. All those infected at the funeral of 
the nurse were over the age of 25, health officials say. Following a crisis 
meeting on Sunday, the health ministry said all cases had been isolated, contact 
tracing was ongoing and a treatment centre was to be set up in Goueké 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

 
 8.     :  

        
 BBC World News,   - -   

.       ,   
       

    .      
     - -       ,   

   «  »    ,  
         . 

         , 
     .    , 

    ,    
      ,  

  (https://www.radiosvoboda.org/a/news). 
 

 9. ,   ’   
      .  

     ? 
National Assembly, Parliament, Legislative Council, Majlis, Riksdag, 

Diet, Sansad, People’s Assembly, Saeima, Verkhovna Rada, Nationalrat,
Landtag, Knesset, Assembly of Union, Narodno sabranie, Duma, Bundesrat, 
Althing, Chamber of Deputies, Federal Council, Senate, Cortes Generales 
Congress, Sejm, Majilis, Eduskunta, Sabor, Riigikogu. 

 
 10.   . ’ . 

Envoy, diplomat, Chairman of the Board, congressman, governor, party 
leader, observer, member of Parliament, official, treasurer, State Secretary, Vice 
President, minister, law-enforcement officer, people’s deputy, legislator, 
justice, associate member, authorized representative, deputy chairman, tycoon, 
entrepreneur, industrialist, mogul, executive, Speaker, Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, representative, financier, political analyst, 
statesman, Prime Minister, intermediary, mediator, parliamentarian, consul, 
congresswoman, Chancellor, MP, Secretary General, politician. 
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 3 
 

 1.    : 
1.  ; 2.  ; 3.  ; 4. -
 ; 5.   ; 6.  

’  ; 7.  ; 8.   -
; 9.  ; 10.   .  
 

 2.    : 
1. treaty of extradition; 2. to suffer a defeat; 3. faction struggle; 4. treaty 

of reconciliation; 5. to ensure a victory; 6. armed struggle; 7. to call for 
assistance; 8. to host the summit; 9. to provide protection; 10. to reduce 
international tension. 

 
 3.     : 

1.   ; 2.    ; 
3.    ; 4.   ; 
5.  ; 6.      ; 
7. ’  ; 8.      ; 
9.  ; 10.  . 

 
 4.     : 

1. to restore the industry after the war; 2. economic stagnation; 
3. a nuclear disarmament agreement will prepare the stage for the next phase; 
4.   struggle for the separation of spheres of influence; 5. to convene a congress 
to discuss the emergency situation; 6. to achieve political unity in the region; 
7. to hold full-scale restoration works in the area; 8. the war claimed over 
100 000 lives; 9. the party militants have strongly disapproved the proposed 
idea; 10. to achieve a convincing victory in the election. 

 
 5.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1.         .  -

  39 .        
  –    , 
 ,    .   '   
 ,     ,   

         
.    ,   -

.         
 ,   32-   (https://glavcom.ua/news). 

2.           
 .      
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 :    65     
     ,       

        .   
 65-70 %    .      

 –    .     ,  
      :    

     (https://www.radiosvoboda.org/). 
3.         

     .    
        -

.    - ,   
 Ipsos,        24  

 52 % .     
 48 % . ,   ,  56,1 % 

(https://ua.korrespondent.net/). 
4.       

  CNN      
       .  -

,    «      
 ». ,     

      
         

,     (https://ua. 
korrespondent.net/). 

5.       -   
 ,    .   

 – 62,9  ,     
 .     27 , 

        . ' -
     ,   .   

   -      
    ,  ,    

,          
 (https://www.eurointegration.com.ua/news). 

 
 6.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1. The United States courts of appeals are the intermediate appellate 

courts of the United States federal court system. A court of appeals decides 
appeals from the district courts within its federal judicial circuit, and in some 
instances from other designated federal courts and administrative agencies. The 
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United States Courts of Appeals are considered among the most powerful and 
influential courts in the United States. Because of their ability to set legal 
precedent in regions that cover millions of people, the United States Courts of 
Appeals have strong policy influence on U.S. law (https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

2. Moreover, because the U.S. Supreme Court chooses to hear fewer 
than 100 of the more than 10,000 cases filed with it annually, the United States 
Courts of Appeals serve as the final arbiter on most federal cases. Although the 
courts of appeals are frequently referred to as “circuit courts”, they should not 
be confused with the former United States circuit courts, which were active 
from 1789 to 1911, during the time when long-distance transportation was 
much less available, and which were primarily first-level federal trial 
courts that moved periodically from place to place in “circuits” in order to serve 
the dispersed population in towns and the smaller cities that existed then 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

3. In Sweden the Government rules the country but is accountable to the 
Riksdag. The Riksdag appoints a Prime Minister, who is given the task of 
forming a Government. The Prime Minister personally chooses the ministers 
who will make up the Cabinet and also decides which of the ministers are to be 
heads of the respective ministries. Together, the Prime Minister and the Cabinet 
ministers make up the Swedish Government. According to the Constitution, the 
Government is formally entitled to make governmental decisions, not the head 
of state. Normally, ministers represent the political party or parties in power. In 
many cases, they have a seat in the Riksdag which they keep during their period 
in the Cabinet (https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

4. A Chinese soldier has been handed back by Indian authorities after he 
strayed across a contested border in the Himalayan region, army officials said. 
The soldier was disoriented and was provided medical assistance and oxygen, 
the army said in a statement. Tensions have been high between the two 
countries since a deadly clash in a disputed area in June. The latest incident 
comes after multiple rounds of military-level talks between the two sides to 
defuse the situation. Soldiers from both countries have periodically skirmished 
along the poorly demarcated border (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

5. Solving climate change would be “the most amazing thing humanity 
has ever done”, says the billionaire founder of Microsoft. Mr Gates' focus is on 
how technology can help us make that journey. Renewable sources like wind 
and solar can help us decarbonise electricity but, as Mr Gates points out, that's 
less than 30% of total emissions. We are also going to have to decarbonise the 
other 70% of the world economy – steel, cement, transport systems, fertiliser 
production and much, much more. We simply don't have ways of doing that at 
the moment for many of these sectors. Zero is where we need to get to 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/). 
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 7.     : 
Simply consuming less stuff – fewer flights, local food, less electricity 

and gas – won't solve the problem. Mr Gates argues political action is more 
important, demanding government do the right thing, and, using our voices as 
consumers, insisting the same of companies. “If you buy an electric car, a 
hamburger made of a meat substitute, an electric heat pump for your home you 
are helping increase the production of these products and therefore helping 
drive prices down.” 

Mr Gates still enjoys the trappings of the billionaire lifestyle. He uses 
private jets, but insists that they are powered by biofuels – aviation fuels made 
from plant products. And he has joined a £3bn bidding war to buy one of the 
world's largest private jet services companies, a business called Signature 
Aviation.  

Is that appropriate when you've just written a book telling the world how 
to avoid a climate disaster? “I don't think getting rid of flying would make 
sense," he replies. He says the answer has to be "a type of aviation fuel that 
doesn't cost much extra and is zero emission and that's got to be biofuels or 
electric fuels or perhaps using green hydrogen to power the plane” 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/). 

 
 8.     :  

  Hubble       
   '   (Ara constellation).  

,    ,       
 ,   ,      
  .     NGC 6397, 

   7200    .  
   –  ,  '    

      .   
 ,    ,       
 .     ,  

       . 
«          

  », –  .   -
  ,   .  ,  

           , 
    (https://www.bbc.com/ukrainian/news). 

 
 9.   . ’ : 

Kyiv, Vienna, Brussels, Antwerp, Zagreb, Nicosia, Prague, Brno, 
Copenhagen, Tallinn, Helsinki, Paris, Marseille, Toulouse, Nice, Munich, 
Cologne, Athens, Thessaloniki, Budapest, Dublin, Rome, Naples, Genoa, Riga, 
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Vilnius, Valletta, Amsterdam, the Hague, Warsaw, Lisbon, Bucharest, 
Ljubljana, Stockholm, Birmingham, Edinburgh, Oslo, Reykjavik, New Delhi, 
Cairo, Kabul, Algiers, Buenos Aires, Vaduz, Skopje, Mexico City, Sarajevo, 
Wellington, Ottawa, Beijing, Brazzaville, Tehran, Baghdad, Jakarta, Jerusalem, 
Tokyo, Pyongyang, Seoul, Ashgabat, Canberra, Tirana, Kuala Lumpur, 
Brasilia, Kathmandu, Asuncion, Riyadh, Lima. 

 
 10.    .   

   ? ’ : 
, , , , , , , , , , 

, , , , , , , , , , , 
, , , , , , , , , , 

, , , , . 
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 4 
 

 1.    : 
1.   ; 2.    ; 

3.   ; 4. ; 5.   
; 6.  ; 7.  ; 8.   

; 9. -  ; 10.  . 
 

 2.    : 
1. to double turnover; 2. a splinter party; 3. a crusade; 4. casualties; 

5. Papal residence; 6. to write off the debts of developing countries; 7. routine 
inspection; 8. to elect by the show of hands; 9. religious controversies; 
10. average agricultural output. 

 
 3.     : 

1.  ; 2.   ; 3. -
 ; 4.  ; 5.   ; 

6.      ; 7.   
 ; 8.  ; 9.  ; 

10.  .  
 

 4.     : 
1. split decision; 2. summit agreements will boost countries’ annual 

turnovers; 3. political separatism can bring about a revolution; 4. the people are 
demonstrating against atmospheric and underwater nuclear tests; 5. bitter 
controversies over unwarranted interference; 6. investing in blue-chip 
companies has better chances of giving handsome returns in long-run; 7. to 
assume considerable authority in international circles; 8. the country’s GDP has 
risen by 0.8 percent; 9. this territory has been subject to controversies between 
the two countries for decades; 10. the UN representatives will exert strict 
control over the site. 

 
 5.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1.    «  » ( ),  -

   ,     400  
.     ,  , 

24 ,   –   .    
«  '    ».   , ,  -

  , ,      
  (https://ua.korrespondent.net/). 
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2.     20 ,   
     '   

    .      
     ,      .   

        ,  
  .   500    

    «  »    
 (https://ua.korrespondent.net/). 

3.       70  
     -   ,  

       .  
     ,  .  

      .     
     900  ,   

       (https://ua.korrespondent.net/). 
4.    -    -
      ,     

       -  
.         -

         
,     .   

 « »    ,    
(https://ua.korrespondent.net/). 

5.        
Dabiq ,        ,  
The Independent.     ,     

       «  ».  
     ,   

      .    
  ,      .  

        ,    
  .         

  ,     (https://ua.korrespondent.net/). 
 

 6.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1. Norway is a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary democratic 

system of governance. Democratic because the source of political power and 
legitimacy according to the Constitution lies with the people, in that all citizens 
are able to participate in the Storting (Norwegian national assembly), county 
and municipal councils. Both democratic governance and the monarchy were 
established in the Constitution of 1814. Parliamentarianism was introduced in 
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1884. Today, the King has little real political power, but fills an important 
symbolic function as the Head of State and official representative of Norwegian 
society(https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

2. The crime rate in Egypt is low. While incidents of violence are rare, 
purse-snatching, pick-pocketing and petty theft does occur. Travelers are 
strongly cautioned not to leave valuables such as cash, jewelry, and electronic 
items unsecured in hotel rooms or unattended in public places. Unescorted 
women are vulnerable to sexual harassment and verbal abuse. The Embassy 
has received increasing reports over the last six months of foreigners being 
sexually groped in taxis and in public places. Travelers are cautioned to be 
aware of their surroundings and to be cautious going anywhere with a stranger 
alone (https://www.osac.gov/) 

3. The French system of government is a semi-presidential system which 
sets a high value on the separation of powers, along with freedoms for citizens. 
The Constitution of 1958 sets most of the principles which govern the country 
out, with amendments being added periodically to keep it current and useful. 
Although the French Constitution does not specifically include a Bill of Rights, 
the “Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen,” written in 1789, is 
mentioned in the Constitution. Multiple political parties work together with the 
framework of the French system of government. They often form cooperative 
coalitions to accomplish things which they would be unable to do individually 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/). 

4. 2020 has seen its fair share of dramatic demonstrations. Hundreds of 
thousands of people have protested against issues ranging from racism and 
corruption, to disputed election results. But 2020 has also been different from 
previous years for one obvious reason – the protests have been held at a time of 
a global pandemic. In many places, large gatherings, including protests, have 
been banned and people have been arrested, accused of breaking lockdown 
rules at demonstrations. Meanwhile, others have opted not to take part in 
protests because of fears they could catch or spread coronavirus 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

5. Police in New York City have arrested a man after a string of 
stabbings on the city's subway that left two people dead and two injured. 
Rigoberto Lopez is charged with two murders and two attempted murders at 
stations in Manhattan and Queens. City police posted a photo of a knife. All of 
the victims are said to be homeless people. US media report the suspect, 21 and 
himself homeless, was arrested wearing blood-soaked clothes. “The four attacks 
on the train began on Friday morning. They were all unprovoked attacks”, 
NYPD senior officer Brian McGee was quoted as saying by the New York Post. 
“The victims had nothing, didn't initiate anything” (https://www.bbc. 
com/news/world). 
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 7.     : 
A suspect is in custody after five people, including three infants, were 

stabbed overnight at a nursery in the New York City borough of Queens. Police 
were called to a home, which investigators say was operating as a nursery, at 
around 03:45 local time (07:45 GMT) on Friday morning.  

Nine children were in the house at the time. The three injured children 
range in age from three days to 20 days old. The suspect was found 
unconscious in the basement with a wound on her wrist. The 52-year-old 
suspect, who has not been named by police, was revived after responding New 
York Police Department (NYPD) applied a tourniquet on her arm. Investigators 
believe her injuries to be self-inflicted. 

NYPD Assistant Chief Juanita Holmes said two knives were found at the 
scene. A father was stabbed in the leg and a female employee suffered several 
stab wounds to the torso. All of those injured were taken to hospital in “critical 
but stable condition”, police said, and are expected to survive. According to 
investigators, the attacker is believed to be an employee at the nursery 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

 
 8.     :  

          , 
        

    6 ,     
   .    57 -
   67. 43   . 

         , 
   .    '  . ,   

    –    
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

,   ,    . 
  ,        2024 

.        .  
,        .  

         
,        

   -      
   (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

 
 9.      

 . ’ :  
Jesus Christ; the Mother of God; the Immaculate Conception; the Holy 

Trinity: God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Spirit; the Virgin Mary; 
Old / New Testament; the Gospel of Matthew / Mark / Luke / John; the Bible; 
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Ten Commandments; Baptism of Ukraine; Martyr; crucifixion; the Holy Cross; 
Nativity Vigil; Psalms; Great Fast, Great Lent; Passover; Easter; Christmas; 
Old Believers; Holy Scriptures; grace; blessing; Last Judgment; Purgatory; sin; 
original sin; Promised Land; Noah’s Ark; cassock; church; mosque; temple; 
synagogue; cathedral; the clergy, deacon, priest, bishop, archbishop, cardinal; 
the Pope; His Holiness; papal; pontiff; pontifical; preacher, minister, pastor; 
rabbi; imam, qadi, mufti, mullah. 

 
 10.    . 

’ : 
A differently-abled person, a person with disability (not afflicted with or 

suffering from); the person has … (name of the disability), people with 
disability; person who is blind / person with vision impairment or low vision, 
visually impaired, the blind; uses a wheelchair / wheelchair user (not confined 
to a wheelchair or wheel-chair bound); has physical or mobility disability (not 
crippled); person who is deaf or hard of hearing, person with limited hearing, 
partially deaf; the Deaf; the Deaf community; non-verbal (when someone has 
no speech); person with intellectual disability (not retarded); person with a 
mental illness or psychiatric disability (not insane, psycho etc.); people who are 
not disabled (instead of normal); disability accessible parking / toilet  
(not disabled parking / toilet); person with epilepsy; a dwarf / a person with 
dwarfism or call by the name (not midget) (https://www.acedisability. 
org.au/information-for-providers/language-disability. php). 
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 5 
 

 1.    : 
1.  ; 2. -   ; 3.  
; 4.  ; 5.      

; 6.   ; 7.   ; 8.  
; 9.    ; 10.   . 

 
 2.    : 

1. trade union threatens with a strike; 2. to live beyond one’s income; 
3. income tax; 4. to be in competitive relations; 5. strike in support of the 
students being on a hunger strike; 6. illegal strike; 7. forced delay; 8. program 
implementation is subject to delay; 9. freedom fighter; 10. to abridge freedom. 

 
 3.     : 

1.    ; 2.    
 ; 3.      

   ; 4.      
       ; 5.    

   ; 6.      
 ; 7.    -

     ; 8.   -
     ; 9.     

       ; 
10.  . 

 
 4.     : 

1. cut-throat competition among sellers to increase profits; 2. general 
strikes tend to involve entire communities; 3. the US Supreme Court has 
permitted a peaceful public assembly; 4. the state has been granting protection 
for individuals seeking political asylum; 5. to demand flight delay 
compensation for delayed or cancelled flights; 6. a wildcat strike was 
spontaneous and illegal and received zero support and approval from union 
leadership; 7. to earn an income; 8. to do careful preparation for construction; 
9. state religion; 10. to start a post-graduate education course. 

 
 5.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1.   ,  ,   

     . - ,    
        

 ,  ,          
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. - ,    ,  , 
     (https://buklib.net/). 

2.     ,  , 
         

, , .        
   ,     

 ,  ,   .  
 ,  ,  , , , 

    (https://buklib.net/). 
3.     –   ,  

      -  
,     -
     .    

   ,     
        

(http://www.info-library.com.ua/). 
4.        '   , 

          
 ,        

       .  
   :  1989 .  4 %    

   ,  1999 .     
 10    40 % (http://www.info-library.com.ua/). 

5. Covid-19,   2020        , 
    .     

   ,     
,        . ,  

 ’       -
      .   

        :  
   ,     Covid-19,    

 ,   (https://glavcom.ua/). 
 

 6.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1. A fierce battle over who should vote and how has sparked hundreds of 

lawsuits and prompted accusations of voter suppression. Images of the long 
queues of early voters were both celebrated as a sign of enthusiasm and 
criticized as evidence of a creaking electoral system. Queues, restrictive voting 
laws and limited access to polling stations all keep people from participating in 
the democratic process, says Andrea Hailey, the CEO of Vote.org, a non-
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partisan non-profit that aims to use technology to help people register to vote 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

2. Some of those obstacles have been amplified by the pandemic, which 
has led to a nationwide shortage of poll workers and fewer in-person polling 
stations. In response to the obvious risks in getting large numbers of people to 
polling stations this year, many states eased up on voting restrictions. This 
meant more Americans can vote early, in person or by mail, than ever before. 
But there are currently over 300 lawsuits in 44 states concerning how absentee 
votes are counted, who is allowed to vote early and how mail-in ballots are 
collected (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

3. Republican-run states say restrictions are necessary to clamp down on 
voter fraud, while Democrats say these are attempts to keep people from 
exercising their civic rights. In Georgia, thousands of voters waited hours just 
to cast their ballot during early voting. Many attribute the long wait to voter 
enthusiasm, but other factors – like a limited number of polls, understaffing or 
computer glitches – have also been blamed (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

4. Policies like requiring voters to print out a form can dissuade younger 
or poorer voters, who are less likely to own a printer, from voting. And long 
queues disproportionately affect wage workers, who don't get paid time off to 
vote. In Pennsylvania, the state supreme court ruled that ballots mailed in 
without a secrecy envelope hiding the identity of the voter would be declared 
invalid (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

5. Court’s decision, issued so shortly before the election, caused concern 
that significant numbers of “naked ballots” (those without secrecy 
envelopes) would be thrown away. Before coronavirus, many states required 
you to have your mail-in ballot signed by a notary or witnesses. Since the 
pandemic, many of those states have eased restrictions – but not all. Some still 
require at least one witness to legitimise a mail-in ballot (https://www. 
bbc.com/news/world). 

 

 7.     : 
The United Kingdom Internal Market Act 2020, which became law on 

17 December 2020, will govern the trading relationship between the nations of the 
UK. But there has been strong opposition from the Scottish and Welsh 
governments. The internal market will have significant implications for the 
governments, parliaments, regulators, courts and businesses in all parts of the UK, 
and concerns have been raised about its implications for devolved policy making. 

This paper sets out what the Act will mean and what steps the UK 
government needs to take to manage the UK internal market and ensure it 
works in the long-term. 

These include: 
 Establishing trust in the Office for the Internal Market, the new body 

responsible for overseeing the functioning of the UK internal market 
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 Clarifying how the market access principles, which are tended to 
prevent the emergence of trade barriers within the UK, will be enforced 

 Creating a joined-up approach to the UK internal market to manage 
regulatory divergence between the four nations  

 Facilitating parliamentary scrutiny arrangements for the UK internal 
market 

 Considering how the long-term implications for devolution will 
be assessed 
(https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publications/internal-market-act). 

 

 8.     :  
      ,    

,  ,   ,    
.  ,        

,    ?     
- .  

   .  – ,    
        

  ,      -
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    . 
     «  :   » 
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, ,     .  
   ,       

 ,         
       (https://www.bbc. 

com/ukrainian/). 
 

 9.   /  : 
) ; )     /  . 

  . ’ : 
1) Pandorra’s box; 2) Bacchus has drowned more men than Neptune; 

3) Caesar's wife must be above suspicion; 4) beat a dead horse; 5) render to 
Caesar the things that are Caesar's; 6) Uncle Sam; 7) to burn bridges; 
8) something is rotten in the state of Denmark; 9) to cross the Rubicon; 
10) Janus-faced; 11) the Trojan Horse; 12) the almighty dollar. 

 
 10.    . 

’ : 
People of Color (POC); BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color); 

African American / Korean American etc. (or ask what term the person is 
comfortable with), Black (Black Lives Matter), Black American, Black 
Caribbean, Dark, Person of Color; biracial, multiracial, mixed (not Mulatto); 
Jew/Jewish person; Roma (not gypsy); race-related terms: Native American / 
First nations / indigenous people; Asian; White (or Caucasian if descended 
from the region between Europe or Asia); Mexican, Hispanic / Latino; Inuk / 
Inuit (not Eskimo). 

 
A person of size / big-boned / full-figured (not fat); mature / longer- 

living / golden-ager / senior / third age (not old); middlescence (years from 
40 to 65); homemaker (not housewife); low-income (not poor); chairperson 
(instead of chairman / chairwoman); single parent (instead of unmarried 
mother). 
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 6 
 

 1.    : 
1.  ; 2.  ; 3.  ; 

4.  (    ); 5.  ;  
6.   ; 7.  ; 8.   ; 
9.   ,  ; 10.   . 

 
 2.    : 

1. Great Powers; 2. urban area; 3. genuine democracy; 4. spiritual 
development; 5. hard-line view; 6. consulate general; 7. capital assets; 
8. current output; 9. on-site inspection; 10. to overcome inability. 

 
 3.     : 

1.        
  ; 2.      ; 

3.    ; 4.   
 ; 5.  ,  ; 6. -

     ; 7.     ; 
8.   ; 9.    

 ; 10.     15 %. 
 

 4.     : 
1. to ratify a treaty on universal and comprehensive disarmament; 2. strong 

disapproval of probable separation of organizations; 3. unanimous approval of the 
political reform; 4. representatives of industrial circles have called for sweeping 
(comprehensive) industrial reforms; 5. ecological situation has deteriorated 
(degraded); 6. restore the economy after the war; 7. cut-throat (tough, fierce, 
knock-out) competition is going on; 8. environment protection conference has 
ended; 9. lawlessness in the country has caused (brought about / triggered) the 
revolution; 10. tension between the countries is growing (escalating) 

 
 5.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1.      ,  

 ,         
    . ,     

         
50 .  ,      

   .   ,   
   ,      

    (https://ua.interfax. com.ua/news/). 
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2.        
 (NASA)      

« »,      .    
 .  ,  ' ,  , 

   .     
      .   

  .     , 
 -   ,  ,    

.         
(https://glavcom.ua/). 

3.  '   ( )     
,   2030       

20   .   50   11 000  
  ’   ,  .   2  

 ,     3,6   . 
  ,    ,  

    ,      ’  , 
       (https://glavcom.ua/news/). 

4.         2021  
      .  

     -    
      .   

        
    ,    

   (https://ua.korrespondent.net/world/). 
5.   7  ,    

       . «   
,     ,    .    
  ,   ,     ,     

 .      
 ».        

 «   ».      
      

(https://ua.korrespondent.net/world/). 
 

 6.   ,  . 
 ,   , -

 : 
1. Hundreds of lawsuits and accusations of voter suppression are not new 

in America – in fact, it has been a part of the nation since the very first 
elections, when only white, land-owning men over 21 were allowed to vote. 
After the Civil War, when African Americans were given the right to vote, 
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things like poll taxes and literacy tests were used to make it harder for them 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

2. All that changed in 1965, when the Voting Rights Act was passed, 
outlawing many of those practices and requiring certain states, mostly in the 
South, to receive federal preclearance before changing elections laws. In 2013, 
the section of the act that singled out certain states for federal oversight was 
overturned by the Supreme Court, which made it easier for those states to pass 
restrictive voting measures (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

3. President Trump remains deeply unpopular in Germany. A recent 
study found that Germany rates the US president particularly unfavourably. For 
her part, the German chancellor has never warmed to President Trump's style or 
his politics. She was openly dismayed by his dismissive attitude towards 
NATO, his withdrawal from the Paris agreement on climate change, and his 
rejection of the Iran nuclear agreement (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

4. The lack of personal chemistry between the leaders has been in stark 
contrast to the relationship Mrs Merkel developed with Barack Obama. It's no 
secret in Berlin that the government has struggled to replicate the same level of 
co-operation with the Trump administration. But Mrs Merkel won't be dealing 
with the White House for much longer. Germany is looking ahead to its own 
significant election (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

5. The row over what the next generation should be learning has exposed 
tensions between people from different political and social perspectives at the 
heart of the new political settlement. Some former rebel groups which once had 
ties with Bashir's regime welcomed the prime minister's decision to halt the 
new curriculum. For example, Sulieman Sandal, from the Justice and Equality 
Movement (Jem), whose children are living in Norway, backed Mr Hamdok 
and its leader Gibril Ibrahim, the recently appointed finance minister whose 
children are living in the UK and all studying secular curriculums, were then 
accused of hypocrisy (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

 

 7.     : 
Myanmar's military has warned anti-coup protesters across the country 

that they could face up to 20 years in prison if they obstruct the armed forces. 
Long sentences and fines will also apply to those found to incite “hatred or 
contempt” towards the coup leaders, the military said. The legal changes were 
announced as armoured vehicles appeared on the streets of several cities.  

Hundreds of thousands of people have taken part in protests in recent 
days. The demonstrators are demanding the release from detention of their 
elected leaders, including Aung San Suu Kyi, and the restoration of democracy. 
The charges against her include possession of unlawful communication 
devices – walkie-talkies used by her security staff. Her party was elected in a 
resounding victory last November, but the military has alleged voter fraud 
without providing proof (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 
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 8.     :  
          

   .      '  
 .      .  '   
,    . 

       .  
    – ,  ,   

  .     , -
   Fight for Sight, ,    

    . 
,      ,   

 . «     '  
», –   - ,    

.    . ,  ,   
20    20   ,    

  . «       » 
(https://www.bbc.com/ukrainian/). 

 
 9.     -

. ’ : 
Funeral; bathing and enshrouding the deceased; burial, cremation, sky 

burial, mummification; tomb; the corpse; a coffin; an urn, funerary/ 
cinerary/burial urn; memorial service, funerary ceremony/rites, burial service; 
funeral procession; to mourn a deceased; to reach the afterlife, resurrection, 
reincarnation; requiem; mourn, mourners; recite the funeral prayer; offer 
prayers; scripture reading from the Bible; a sermon, homily; a eulogy, tribute to 
someone who recently died; commemorate; RIP (Rest in Peace); eternal 
memory; wake. 

 
 10.       . 

  ? ’ : 
Bohdan Khmelnytsky; Joan of Arc; Otto von Bismarck; Winston 

Churchill; Joseph Chamberlain; Mahatma Gandhi; Mother Teresa; Abraham 
Lincoln; Nelson Mandela; Margaret Thatcher; Cleopatra; Henry Kissinger; 
Aung San Suu Kyi; Peter the Great; Ivan the Terrible; Josip Broz Tito; Leon 
Trotsky; Cicero; Julius Caesar; Mustafa Kemal Atatürk; Nefertiti; Marie Curie. 

 

 

George Washington; Louis XIV of France; Henry VIII of England
Socrates;
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 :  
1.        2021 .  

   , 9 ,     . 
        2021: 

    ,   . 
        . 

     :    
     –  

10  .       
     (https://ua.korrespondent.net/ukraine/). 

2.   ,     . 
«        –    

  ,       
          

», –  .        
  ,     .  

,       
     -  . 

 ,         
      (https://ua. 

korrespondent.net/ukraine/). 
3.    SWIM     

     ,     
     .     
      .  

'   ,      
,     ,     

 ,       
         

.     ,     
    (https://ua.korrespondent. 

net/tech/science/). 
4.    2021    ,   

     .      . 
  ,         

     ,   .  
,        ,  

-      .   
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,          
   10 000      – ,  

   .      
   (https://ua.korrespondent.net/tech/science/). 
5.   Business Insider    

  ,     .  
 , ,  ,   

    .     
 '     .   

       , 
       

Youtube (https://www.obozrevatel.com/ukr/). 
6.    ,    

 .        
  ,     .  : 

       ,  
      .     

        
   .  ,    

      ,   
  (https://www.obozrevatel.com/ukr/). 

7.        . 
       ' ,     

  ,      , 
   ,   .   
        .   

     ,     
,        (https:// 

www.obozrevatel.com/ukr/). 
8.  ,    Resources, Conservation and 

Recycling,          
,        .   

,         
  150  1000       12  . 

 ,        
       96 %. «   

  ,     ,    
», –    ,     -
       (https://www.bbc. 

com/ukrainian/). 
9.        Covid-19.   
     , -
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  ,     . -
 ,   38 %       

          
 '     .     

   45-96 % .      
      ,     

.        ,  
      .    
 ,       

  (https://www.bbc.com/ukrainian/). 
10. 9          

   .        
  ,       .   

     - ,    
 , ,     .   

     . ,   -
,        -

,     . «      
 –     , –  
    . – ,   

 ,         
 » (https://www.bbc.com/ukrainian/). 
 

 : 
1. Bitcoin uses more electricity annually than the whole of Argentina, 

analysis by Cambridge University suggests. “Mining” for the cryptocurrency is 
power-hungry, involving heavy computer calculations to verify transactions. 
Cambridge researchers say it consumes around 121.36 terawatt-hours (TWh) a 
year – and is unlikely to fall unless the value of the currency slumps. Critics say 
electric-car firm Tesla's decision to invest heavily in Bitcoin undermines its 
environmental image. The currency's value hit a record $48,000 (£34,820) this 
week following Tesla's announcement that it had bought about $1.5bn bitcoin and 
planned to accept it as payment in future (https://www.bbc.com/ news/world). 

2.  The World Health Organization recommends using the vaccine 
developed by the University of Oxford and AstraZeneca even in countries 
tackling new variants of coronavirus. Some new forms of the virus appear to 
make vaccines less effective. The WHO also says the vaccine can be used in 
people aged over 65, which some countries have advised against. Spacing out 
the two doses, as is happening in the UK, makes the vaccine more effective. 
The Oxford vaccine is seen as the “vaccine for the world” as it is cheap, can be 
mass produced and is stored in a standard fridge. However, there is controversy 
whether it should be used in the elderly and how far apart the doses should be 
given, due to a lack of data (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 
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3. Before their first meetings with President Trump, world leaders were 
curious about which Trump would turn up at the negotiating table. As Jean-Claude 
Juncker, former president of the European Commission, said to his chief of staff 
Martin Selmayr: “In politics you have to dance with the girls in the ballroom and 
he is now in the ballroom, so let's work it out.” Our goal for this series Trump 
Takes on the World was to get a behind-the-scenes view of Donald Trump's 
diplomacy, as told by those who were in the room at the critical moments 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

4. Ms Hathloul became a symbol of the suppression of dissent in Saudi 
Arabia following her detention in May 2018 along with about a dozen other 
female activists who had also campaigned for women to be allowed to drive. Her 
family said she was initially held incommunicado for three months, and that she 
was subjected to electric shocks, whippings, and sexual harassment. They also 
alleged that that she was offered freedom if she agreed to say she was not tortured 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

5. The Saudi government denied the allegations of torture, which Ms 
Hathloul’s family said were recently dismissed by an appeals court. Officials also 
insisted that she was not detained because of her activism, but rather her contacts 
with foreign diplomats, media and other organisations. Loujain Al-Hathloul has 
become the face of dissent in the kingdom – a symbol of Saudi Arabia's 
crackdown on any form of protest. More than any other female activist 
languishing in prison, her case has gained global prominence. Her outspoken 
family and a persistent campaign by human rights groups have kept the spotlight 
on her. That's thrown a long dark shadow on the kingdom's efforts to publicise its 
new economic and social reforms (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

6. Saudi officials say they aren't bowing to outside pressure. But it's also 
clear they want this issue off the agenda now that there's a new team in the White 
House emphasising human rights. This week also saw the announcement of 
reforms to the Saudi legal system. But there are other issues in this file, including 
the even longer shadow of the murdered Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi. Saudi 
officials insist their strategic importance in the region will outweigh all other 
issues (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

7. Sudan, once the largest and one of the most geographically diverse states 
in Africa, split into two countries in July 2011 after the people of the south voted 
for independence. The government of Sudan gave its blessing to an independent 
South Sudan, where the mainly Christian and Animist people had for decades 
been struggling against rule by the Arab Muslim north. However, various 
outstanding issues – especially the question of shared oil revenues and border 
demarcation – have continued to create tensions between the two successor states. 
Sudan has long been beset by conflict (https://www. bbc.com/news/world). 
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8. Two rounds of north-south civil war cost the lives of 1.5 million 
people, and a continuing conflict in the western region of Darfur has driven two 
million people from their homes and killed more than 200,000. Sudanese 
broadcasting is highly restricted and state TV and radio reflect government 
policy. The private press carries opposition views, but the state uses its powers 
to influence what is published. More than a quarter of Sudanese citizens are 
online, but access can be prohibitively expensive. Activists have faced arrest for 
their social media activities (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

9. Several hundred people gathered on Clapham Common on Saturday 
evening to pay tribute to the murdered 33-year-old – whose death has prompted 
a public debate over women's safety – despite Covid restrictions. The official 
vigil had been called off earlier in the day after organisers said the force had 
failed to “constructively engage” on how it could be held in a Covid-secure 
way. Organisers Reclaim These Streets had urged mourners to light candles and 
shine other lights on their doorsteps at 21:30 GMT – to coincide with the time 
Ms Everard was last seen on 3 March. One video posted online from the vigil at 
Clapham Common showed officers removing women who were standing by the 
bandstand. Cries of “shame on you” and “let them go” could be heard from 
onlookers. The video showed them being put in a police van and driven away. 
Jamie Klingler, from Reclaim These Streets, which had been organising the 
official vigil, said the event would have been “a lot safer” if it had been held 
officially, adding the group had 50 stewards who were “trained and ready to 
go”. Police said four arrests were made at the vigil to “protect people's safety” 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 

10. Washington had tried to reach Pyongyang in several different ways to 
prevent tensions escalating, officials said. The US and North Korea remain at 
loggerheads over North Korea's nuclear and ballistic missile programmes. 
Three meetings between Mr Biden's predecessor and North Korea's Kim Jong-
un achieved little. The talks failed to persuade North Korea to give up nuclear 
weapons – a key demand of the US and other Western powers. North Korean 
state media has yet to acknowledge that Joe Biden is now the American 
president. US attempts to communicate with Pyongyang have included the 
“New York Channel” – through the North Korean mission at the United 
Nations. A US official told Reuters news agency there had been “multiple 
attempts” to engage with North Korea, but no meaningful contact for more than 
12 months, which includes much of Donald Trump's final year as president 
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 
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About 200 people were caught in a four-street area in Sanchaung district 

which the police sealed off. At least 40 people were arrested and taken away but 
others managed to escape as police numbers dwindled overnight, a local 
resident told BBC News. More demonstrations are being staged in Myanmar's 
biggest city on Tuesday. Mass protests have been seen across the south-east 
Asian nation since the military seized power on 1 February in a coup. At least 
54 people have died in the protests, which are calling for an end to military rule 
and the release of the country's elected government leaders – including Aung 
San Suu Kyi – who were overthrown and detained in the coup. According to 
United Nations (UN) chief Antonio Guterres, many of those trapped on 
Monday had been women who were marching in support of International 
Women's Day (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 
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At least 14 protesters have been killed in clashes in Myanmar's main city 

Yangon as politicians ousted by the military coup called for “revolution”. 
Security forces opened fire in the Yangon area of Hlaing Tharyar as protesters 
used sticks and knives. The junta declared martial law in the area after Chinese 
businesses were attacked. Protesters believe China is giving support to the 
Burmese military. Myanmar has been gripped by protests since the military 
coup on 1 February. Military rulers have detained Aung San Suu Kyi, the 
country's civilian leader and head of the National League for Democracy (NLD) 
party. The NLD won a landslide in last year's election but the military alleged 
there had been widespread fraud. Some of the ousted MPs have refused to 
accept last month's coup and have gone into hiding (https://www.bbc. 
com/news/world). 
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Police in the Netherlands have used water cannon to clear anti-government 

demonstrators from a park in The Hague. Some 2,000 demonstrators rallied in the 
centre of the city to protest against Covid-19 restrictions and other government 
policies. Mounted officers as well as riot police with batons and dogs moved in 
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after some of the protesters refused to leave at the end of the demonstration. The 
protests come a day before voting begins in a general election. The vote is taking 
place over three days to avoid congestion that would risk spreading coronavirus at 
polling stations. The authorities had set a limit of 200 people for the protest at the 
Malieveld area near the city's central station and not far the Dutch parliament, but 
police said that number had been exceeded. Train services to the city were halted 
for a while to prevent more people from joining the demonstration. Police have 
arrested several people (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 
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The incident involving the boy in Ghaziabad, named as Asif, reportedly 

took place last Thursday and was later posted online by one of the suspects, 
police said. It showed the teenager being struck in the head, forced to the 
ground and then repeatedly kicked, including in the groin. Asif's father – not 
named in the report – told The Indian Express that his son “was in the area 
when he felt thirsty... he saw a tap at the temple and began drinking”. However, 
managers of the Hindu temple in Ghaziabad have questioned whether the 
incident was a dispute over water, stating that there was a tap outside and that 
Asif should not have entered the temple grounds. Ghaziabad police Supt 
Kalanidhi Naithani said the main suspect was arrested shortly after the incident 
was first reported, and that “strict action” would be taken. The reaction on 
social media was swift – and angry (https://www.bbc.com/news/world). 
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